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There are some on our planet who believe you can't handle the truth, so the truth has been hidden

for millennia. The only problem is the truth is coming backâ€¦ Early.Leira Berens had her case blow

up in her face.Literally.Now, the necklace is still in play, she has no leads and it's time she got in

touch with her feelings.She'd rather wrestle an alligator than deal with her feelings. Fortunately,

there's still road trips, Cheetos, and Dr. Pepper.And Correk is willing to help... there's also leira's

sidekick troll - YTT - who is learning a few new words, and sheâ€™s introduced to an entire magical

community. Her new found powers hint at something more about her DNA andÂ the Feds have

noticed.But in the end, family comes first and Leira has a shot to get her mom out of the psych

hospital and she is going to take it.The adventure is just beginningâ€¦Welcome to The Revelations of

Oriceran.Because some believe you can't handle the truth.
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I am a huge Military SciF i fanatic. Was turned on to Bethany Anne and loved her. So I started to



read a little Fantasy and Magic. When the AGES started coming out I bought them and read

everyone and they were ok, just not my "cup of tea" . When Anderle started talking about another

Series after Bethany Anne but he wanted to do a magic thing I shook my head. I knew that the

books would be ok,because Anderle doesn't do junk. So....I read #0 and it was ok, I gave it a 4, and

decided to do one more...so #1...it was better but still gave it a 4....thought to myself, ok, because of

Bethany Anne..I will do one more... This one struke a cord...not sure why. I know that the Bar and

her friends/family are a great addition. The mother hit me hard as I put myself in Laura's place. Put it

all together and you got my 5 Stars as well as "Where 's the next one", and when is the troll going to

get into the act? Sorry it took me so long...I have been told I am a little slow in accepting change.Ms.

Carr - Thanks for the read and as you have said in different words..."arriving is fun and

wonderful...but it is the journey that got you there and crafted the words."
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This series has really gotten my interest. To be truthful, Michael Anderle knows how to pick the right

authors as well as his great team of editors because bad editing really messes with the flow of the

story. Beyond the technicalities, the stories are really interesting such as this one with a part of it

being the introducing of magic to earth. Well...have you noticed a trend in our world of more New

sheets, more alien stories, more 'proof' of "more things under heaven and earth, Horatio, then are

dreamt of in our philosophy". I'm just saying.Now, see, that's the kind of picture I'd but a mug or

pillow of-yumfuck sitting in the middle of the bowl eating is what I would definitely go for.Here I was,



toward the end of the book and jumped here to write the following:And oh sure, you pronounce

Correck but not Oriceran. Is it Or ih sehr ann, Or ih sehr ahn, or Or eh Kehr an, etc? Help a girl out

here. But here is where reading the funny and interesting 'authors notes come in. Michael Anderle

spelled it out and just the way I've been pronouncing it in my head. Yay me.

Another fun story, Martha! Glad Yumfuck is coming into his own and evolving (even though we have

only seen glimpses of his Protector mode). Liera is becoming more multi-dimensional and growing

as a person in these stories. Her tribes are increasing, as is her magic. Correck is the perfect

mentor/sidekick; what he does at the end of this book shows him to be a little more than one

standing back and letting Liera do her thing. Lots of side characters have shown up and it will be

interesting to see if they become more integral to the story or just passing through. And here's

hoping we will find out who Liera's father is or was, some time in the near future!Looking to see

where this goes next! Kudos to you, Martha Carr! (Oh, and that other guy who seems to change

almost every author's lives he touches! He must be a Prophet! Or a troll. Hmmm....)

This author is truly amazing. She has created characters and a world where you can truly go to

escape the reality of everyday life and enjoy things like a little troll who steals a box full of donuts in

front of an entire donut shop and an entire world of magic surrounding humans, most of whom are

none the wiser. The main character becomes deeper to me with each book I read in this series and I

loved to see her assimilating to understanding emotions and paving her own way with magic,

making anything possible. I can't wait to see what's to come for her in the next book and how she

will handle the changes this book created. I'm waiting with baited breath for the next release. Good

job on creating such amazing characters and such a vivid universe.

One of the things I love most about sci/fi is being able to see the world created before me.

Sometimes it's difficult, the author doesnt end up really connecting to a created reality or has a hard

time transcribing what's in thier head to paper. This book doesnt have those problems, the world is

our reality... just brighter and with glitter. Normally I avoid glitter at all cost, but here it cracks me up.

Thanks for the quick ride to Austin looking forward to my next road trip. Cheers

Leira has started a journey to the next level, she has become more than a character in a book and

many of her readers have become emotionally invested in her story. Well done Martha Carr, you

have gotten us involved.....now here it comes---When is the next book coming out??? Tomorrow is



not soon enough!!!!!!If you are browsing through the reviews trying to decide whether to buy this

book, Don't! Get book 0, read it, grab book 1, read that and by then you won't have any more

questions..... Except how to get books 2 and 3,4, or however many may be available by then. The

rest of us will be waiting on the next book too. You have been warned.
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